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Abstract
Wearable cameras are becoming more and more popu-
lar in several applications, increasing the interest of the
research community in developing approaches for recog-
nizing actions from a first-person point of view. An open
challenge is how to cope with the limited amount of mo-
tion information available about the action itself, as op-
posed to the more investigated third-person action recogni-
tion scenario. When focusing on manipulation tasks, videos
tend to record only parts of the movement, making crucial
the understanding of the objects being manipulated and of
their context. Previous works addressed this issue with two-
stream architectures, one dedicated to modeling the appear-
ance of objects involved in the action, another dedicated to
extracting motion features from optical flow. In this paper,
we argue that features from these two information channels
should be learned jointly to capture the spatio-temporal
correlations between the two in a better way. To this end, we
propose a single stream architecture able to do so, thanks
to the addition of a self-supervised block that uses a pretext
motion segmentation task to intertwine motion and appear-
ance knowledge. Experiments on several publicly available
databases show the power of our approach.
1. Introduction
Recognizing human actions from videos is one of the
most critical challenges in computer vision since its infancy.
The capability to automatically (and reliably) recognize the
action performed by an individual or a group of people
would have a tremendous impact on a plethora of applica-
tions, ranging from security and surveillance to autonomous
driving, automatic indexing and retrieval of media content,
human-robot, and human-computer interaction, and many
others. Historically, most of the work has been done on
third-person action, and activity recognition, an area where
good progress has been made, and applications are already
finding their way on the market. In the last years, the tech-
nological advances in the field of wearable devices led to a
growing interest in first-person action recognition due to the
possibility to capture activities following the user in mobil-
ity and without the need to place sensors in the environment.
When moving from third-person to first-person action
recognition, one has to face several new challenges. A first
issue is how to deal with strong egomotions, as data are
usually acquired by wearable cameras mounted on the actor
(very often on her/his head). A second and perhaps even
more relevant challenge is the scarcity of available informa-
tion about the pose of the main actor, as opposed to third-
person videos. Most egocentric videos contain actions of
the camera wearer interacting with objects [2], with only
parts of the arm trajectory and the hand gestures visible in
the captured data. Following this observation, it becomes
crucial to extract from video frames as much information as
possible on the objects being (or about to be) manipulated
and their position.
Recent work has attempted to address the last issue with
a combination of two pieces of information: the visual ap-
pearance of the object of interest, modeled by the spatial
stream that processes RGB images, and the motion infor-
mation, handled by the temporal stream that takes as input
the optical flow extracted from adjacent frames (for a dis-
cussion on previous work we refer to section 2). Recent
and successful state of the art approaches integrate the ba-
sic two-stream architecture with attention modules aimed at
identifying the frames and the regions in the frames that are
more informative for the task at end [29, 30].
Despite the good level of success obtained by these ap-
proaches, they also present two main disadvantages:
1. appearance and motion features are learned separately,
and the final predictions of the two streams are merged
only at the end of the network using (usually) simple
weighted sums [27, 31, 29]. However, this choice is
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sub-optimal since it does not model their correlated
spatial-temporal relationships;
2. the most recent and successful methods push the en-
velope in the two-stream approach at the expense of a
growth in the size of the overall architecture and hence
the number of parameters. As a result, optimization is
often performed in multiple stages.
In this paper, we address these issues. We move beyond
the two-stream paradigm and propose an architecture that
couples the modeling of motion and appearance informa-
tion through a motion segmentation (MS) self-supervised
task. This MS auxiliary task “forces” the backbone to learn-
ing an image embedding that focuses on object movements,
a piece of information that is beneficial for the main task of
action recognition. Thanks to the use of a self-supervised
auxiliary task, this information is directly encoded in the in-
ner layers of the backbone, hence leading to an intertwined
learning of appearance and motion features. The effective-
ness of this idea is demonstrated not only by our results
(Section 4.5), but also by those obtained including this MS
pretext task in other recent models (e.g., Ego-RNN [31] and
LSTA-RGB [29], see section 4.5). The resulting architec-
ture is relatively simple, as it consists of a standard ResNet-
34 as the backbone, followed by a standard ConvLSTM,
and the MS head includes a single convolutional block. Be-
cause of its simplicity, it can be trained end-to-end in a sin-
gle stage, as opposed to several other two streams methods
[31, 29]. Furthermore, it can use a smaller amount of frames
than what done in previous works [31, 29], without any ad-
verse effect on the performances. We call our architecture
Self-supervised first Person Action Recognition network -
SparNet.
To the best of our knowledge, SparNet is the first archi-
tecture for first-person action recognition employing a self-
supervised task to learn about appearance and motion fea-
tures jointly, as well as the first architecture able to achieve
the state of the art on different publicly available databases
without using a two streams approach. A thorough ablation
study illustrating the inner workings of SparNet completes
our experimental evaluation.
In the rest of the paper, we first revise previous work
in action recognition, self-supervised learning, and we dis-
cuss into detail how we position ourselves with previous
approaches that relate to some extent with SparNet (Section
2). Section 3 describes our proposed architecture, while ex-
periments are reported in Section 4 and discussion on future
work are reported in the conclusion.
2. Related works
First Person Action Recognition. The literature on
first-person action recognition has long acknowledged that
the motion of the hands, the appearance of the objects be-
ing used, and the interplay of these two components are
the most critical characteristics to extract from raw data
[5, 24, 6]. This approach has moved from handcrafted
features-based works to the deep learning wave.
Indeed, deep networks have been successfully applied
to third-person [8, 17, 28] as well as first-person action
recognition [15, 14, 31], providing researchers with power-
ful and effective models for encoding appearance. However,
when it comes to action recognition, these methods rely on
simple aggregation of frame-wise decisions, and they com-
pletely neglect the temporal relationships and the dynamics
between frames. Several approaches exploit Convolutional
Long Short-Term Memory (ConvLSTM) networks to tackle
this issue [29, 31]. ConvLSTMs attempt to model the tem-
poral dependencies between frames by taking into account
within-frame spatial correlations too. However, it is still not
clear if the temporal features extracted by these networks
are as effective as those obtained leveraging explicit optical
flow data in capturing complex and unsteady motion dy-
namics.
To this end, many recent deep learning methods for ac-
tion recognition follow the two-stream approach [27, 28, 17,
31]. This method addresses the two tasks of recognition
from motion and recognition from appearance with differ-
ent networks that are either combined with late fusion, i.e.,
before the classification step or fused at the decision level.
Furthermore, while the appearance stream analyzes indi-
vidual RGB frames, the motion stream usually processes
a short sequence of stacked adjacent flow frames that, typi-
cally, have no one-to-one relation with the RGB input. This
lack of correlation between the spatial and temporal infor-
mation processed limits the network capabilities of extract-
ing complex motion dynamics in long video segments.
Recent works attempted to further study the temporal as-
pects of videos using attention mechanisms [36, 31, 29] to
find the most informative parts in images (spatial attention)
or through videos (temporal attention). These approaches
are generally cast within a two streams network framework.
Although they have shown a reasonable degree of success,
the resulting architectures tend to be heavy parameter-wise
and often need to be trained in two stages or more.
Learning to Recognize with Self-Supervised Tasks.
Self-Supervised Learning (SSL, [11]) has been recently in-
troduced for learning visual features from unlabeled data.
By choosing an auxiliary task that does not require hu-
man annotation of the data, it is possible to encode into
the first layers of a network knowledge that proves bene-
ficial as initialization when solving a classification problem
on related data. The transfer of the model learned by solv-
ing the self-supervised task to a downstream classification
net has proved to be useful in several contexts. Different
authors have proposed several auxiliary tasks roughly orga-
nized into three main groups. The first relies only on orig-
inal visual cues and involves either the whole image with
geometric transformations (e.g. translation, scaling, rota-
tion [7, 3]), clustering [1], inpainting [23] and colorization
[37], or considers image patches focusing on their equiv-
ariance (learning to count [19]) and relative position (solv-
ing jigsaw puzzles [18, 20]). The second group uses ei-
ther real or synthetic external sensory information. This ap-
proach is popular for multi-cue problems (visual-to-audio
[21], RGB-to-depth [25]) and in robotics [10, 13]. Finally,
the third group relies on video and the regularities intro-
duced by the temporal dimension [35, 26]. The use of mo-
tion cues in self-supervised learning has been first proposed
in [22], where authors trained a convolutional network to
segment a static frame (in an unsupervised way) using mo-
tion data obtained from videos. Optical flow cues had been
exploited in [9], to learn the visual appearance of obsta-
cles in a Micro Air Vehicle landing environment. Also [12]
used a self-supervised motion segmentation task applied to
monoscopic visual odometry and ground areas labeling. In-
stead, [16] “transfer” optical flow information to pixel em-
beddings so that their difference matches the difference be-
tween optical flow vectors of the same pixels.
To the best of our knowledge, the specific self-supervised
auxiliary task (motion segmentation) has been used here for
the first time in the area of action recognition.
3. Architecture overview
The design of SparNet stems from the general observa-
tion that videos convey two complementary pieces of in-
formation related to spatial (appearance) and temporal (mo-
tion) clues, which often need to be considered jointly for
action recognition. For instance, the correct interpretation
of the actions of “opening” and “closing” a can depends
merely on the hand motion direction. As opposed to previ-
ous work that followed the standard two streams approach,
here we attempt to solve the problem of using a single
stream to jointly exploit spatial and temporal clues in the
egocentric action recognition process. The advantage we
expect is a leaner algorithm that can be trained in a single
stage, thus being faster than two-stream models, and that
provides effective accuracy rates thanks to the possibility of
exploiting both appearance and motion features.
In the basic version of the proposed architecture (Fig-
ure 1, action recognition block), we first extract a small
number N of representative RGB frames for each input
video segment. These images are then processed by a stan-
dard CNN backbone, and the resulting appearance embed-
dings are fed to a ConvLSTM network. Finally, the Conv-
LSTM output is first sent to an average pooling layer and
then to a fully connected layer for classification.
While processing a small number of frames help reduce
the computational burden of the model, the resulting ap-
pearance embeddings still lacks the motion information that
is vital for the recognition process, a piece of information
that the two-stream approaches exploit by leveraging ex-
plicit optical flow data.
To tackle this issue, we propose to extend the basic ar-
chitecture into a multi-task network that is required to solve
jointly two different problems. The first is the action recog-
nition task. The second is a motion segmentation task (MS),
which can be formalized as a self-supervised labeling prob-
lem aimed at minimizing the discrepancies between a bi-
nary map labeling pixels as either moving or static (which
can be obtained from the input video segment in an unsu-
pervised way) and the object movements predicted by the
network when observing a single static RGB frame.
The pretext MS task serves two purposes. First, it acts as
a data-dependent regularizer for action representation learn-
ing. Second, and most important, it aims at helping the ap-
pearance stream learn an embedding that encodes motion
clues as well, thus making the learned features more rich
and expressive for the main action recognition task. In other
words, we argue that, by processing an input with these
characteristics, the ConvLSTM can extract a more mean-
ingful global video representation (in terms of appearance
and both short and long-term motion dependencies among
frames) than the one observable with the vanilla appearance
embeddings. Thus, at test time, we can use only the action
recognition block to predict the label sample and feed the
model with (sparse) RGB frames only.
Going into details, let S be a training set consisting of
samples Si = {Hi, yi}ni=1, where Hi is a set of N times-
tamped images {(hki , tki )}Nk=1 uniformly sampled from the
video segment. Let also x = fM (H|θf , θc) be the embed-
ding of sample S computed by our modelM , where param-
eters θf and θc define, respectively, the image embedding
and the classification spaces. Finally, let g(x) be a class
probability estimator on the embedding x.
The action recognition and the MS task share a com-
mon trunk that is completed by two task-specific heads (the
ConvLSTM network for action recognition and a shallow
convolutional network for MS). The first objective of the
learning step consists of estimating the model parameters
that minimize a lossLc for the action recognition head. This
loss function is based on the cross-entropy between the pre-
dicted and the true labels:
Lc(x, y) = −
n∑
i=1
yi · log(g(xi))) (1)
Together with the aforementioned objective, we ask the net-
work to solve the MS task by feeding the output of the back-
bone to a shallow head composed by a single convolutional
block, aimed at both adapting the features to the MS task
and reducing their channel number. This head ends with a
fully connected layer of size s2 followed by a softmax, and
Figure 1. Overview of the SparNet architecture
it is trained with a loss Lms based on the per-pixel cross en-
tropy between the computed label image l and the ground
truth (which is first downsampled to a size s × s and then
vectorized). The estimated motion map l is obtained as a
function of both image embedding x, which depends on
(θf ), and MS head parameters (θms). Thus, the Lms loss
can be defined as:
Lms(x,m) = −
n∑
i=1
N∑
k=1
s2∑
j=1
mki (j) · log(lki (j)) (2)
where m is the ground truth.
Concluding, the optimal SparNet model is obtained by
solving the following optimization problem:
argmin
θM
L(x, y,m|θM ) =
Lc(x, y|θf , θc) + Lms(x,m|θf , θms) (3)
where θM = {θf , θms, θc}. It should be noted that the self-
supervised loss has the same relevance of the classification
loss during the network training. As a consequence, their
combination does not require the fine-tuning of an extra hy-
per parameter.
As for the implementation, while the design of Spar-
Net network can leverage over many possible convolu-
tional deep architectures, we choose for our experiments a
ResNet-34 model pre-trained on ImageNet, which is both a
lightweight and powerful backbone. The MS head receives
in input the features extracted from the conv5 x block of
the ResNet (whose size is 7 × 7 × 512) and reduces their
channels to 100. The size s2 of the resulting motion maps
is, therefore, 49. The ground-truth motion maps are com-
puted with a method similar to the one described in [22],
where the main difference is that we extract “stabilized”
motion information exploiting the Improved Dense Trajec-
tories (IDT) proposed in [32]. The main idea of IDTs is first
to compensate for the effect of camera motion (by estimat-
ing the homography that relates adjacent frames) and then
to label as moving the keypoints that can be tracked reliably
for 10 frames and are not identified as camera motion.
4. Experiments
In this Section, we first introduce the datasets used in our
experiments, along with some implementation details and
the description of the training parameters used in the various
experiments. Then, we discuss the results, which show the
strength of SparNet in the analyzed benchmarks. Finally,
we conduct an ablation analysis to show the effectiveness of
the proposed self-supervised MS task and our single-stream
approach, along with a comparison with recently proposed
attention modules.
4.1. Datasets
We evaluated the proposed approach on three standard
first-person action recognition datasets, namely GTEA-61,
EGTEA+, and EPIK-KITCHEN.
GTEA-61 [4] is an egocentric dataset that includes
videos depicting 7 daily activities performed by 4 different
subjects. It includes high definition images (1280 × 720)
captured with a head-mounted camera. Extended GTEA
Gaze+ (EGTEA+, [14]) subsumes GTEA-61 and contains
29 hours of egocentric videos from 86 different sessions,
which depicts 7 different meal preparations performed by
32 volunteers and divided in about 10,000 video segment.
These segments are annotated with 106 fine-grained ac-
tions, which are characterized by a long-tail distribution that
poses challenges in the recognition due to the large unbal-
ance of available samples for the different classes (from few
hundreds to about 30).
Finally, EPIC-KITCHENS is the largest of all these
datasets [2]. It contains about 40,000 video segments in full
HD (for an overall length of about 55 hours of recordings)
depicting hundreds of daily actions performed by 32 volun-
teers in their kitchen. Each segment is labeled in terms of
verb and noun, which are then combined to get the segment
action label. Other challenges in the classification are due
Figure 2. Visualization of where SparNet focus its attention. Each row shows two frames taken from a GTEA-61 video segment; c: motion
maps predicted by the MS task, which present large similarities with the computed warp flow (i.e., the camera motion subtracted from the
optical flow, represented as the X and Y displacements shown in a-b); d: “attention” (CAM) of the ResNet-34 backbone of SparNet, which
shows where the motion-augmented appearance stream focuses its attention.
to the fact that not all the test classes have a significant num-
ber of training samples, and not all possible combinations of
verb and noun correspond to an existing action.
4.2. Implementation details
SparNet is trained end-to-end on a single stage to mini-
mize the loss defined by Eq. 3. The ResNet-34 is initialized
with the weights trained on ImageNet. The ConvLSTM cell
has 512 hidden units for temporal encoding and is initialized
with the same approach described in [31]. During training,
we use different learning rates for the various architectural
blocks (backbone, MS head, ConvLSTM, and final classifi-
cation layer). We set the number of training epochs to 500
for GTEA-61 and 100 for EGTEA, and we use ADAM as
the optimization algorithm. Due to memory issues, we had
to keep small the batch size for all datasets (namely, 4 for
GTEA-61 and 8 for EGTEA+).
Each input video segment is decomposed into N = 7
frames, uniformly sampled in time. We follow the standard
approach for the pre-processing procedure. It consists of
resizing the image at the height of 256 pixels, maintaining
the same height ratio to update the width, and then extract-
ing from the image the actual training input as a random
crop of size 224 × 224 pixels. To reduce overfitting issues
and compensate for the possibly limited number of training
samples, we use the data augmentation techniques proposed
in [33], which exploit corner cropping, scale jittering, and
random horizontal flipping approaches. At test time, we fed
the network with the central crop of the frames. Concerning
the ground truth for the MS task, we rescaled all videos be-
fore being processed by IDT at a fixed height of 540 pixels
(where, again, the width is automatically resized with the
same height ratio).
Concerning the results of SparNet, since the non-
determinism caused by the inherent randomness in data
preparation, data augmentation, and weight initialization
may impact both the quality and the stability of the results,
we tried to achieve as much as possible their reproducibility.
To this end, we made three runs for each experiment, defin-
ing an individual constant seed for each run across different
datasets and parameters. Therefore, unless stated otherwise,
we present in all tables SparNet results as the average accu-
racy over these three runs.
4.3. Experiments on GTEA-61 and EGTEA+
The experiments with GTEA-61 and EGTEA+ followed
the protocols defined in [31, 29]. In detail, GTEA-61 de-
fines four splits (where all video segments of one subject
are included in the test set and those of the three remaining
subjects in the training set) and two experiments. The first
is based on a single fixed split (i.e., the one where the sub-
ject S2 goes into the training set), and the second requires
to test all the splits and report the final average accuracy.
The experimental protocol of EGTEA+ defines three pairs
of non-overlapping training and test sets, and the results are
defined in terms of average accuracy over the three splits.
Results are shown in Table 1, where we compare our ap-
proach against several state-of-the-art methods. Ego-RNN
[31] and LSTA [29] are two models that have some similari-
ties to SparNet. Ego-RNN leverage a ResNet-34 to compute
a per-frame Class Activation Map (CAM) [38]. This CAM
is then used as a spatial attention clue to modulate the fea-
tures extracted from the last convolutional layer of the back-
bone (i.e., the output of block conv5 x), which are finally
fed to a ConvLSTM. LSTA is an extension of Ego-RNN
that directly integrates the attention layer into the LSTM
cell. While both models are based on a two-stream archi-
tecture, authors presented as well their single-stream ver-
sions, which are referred in the Table as Ego-RNN RGB and
LSTA-RGB. The Temporal Segment Network (TSN) [34] is
a method that has been proposed for third-person recogni-
tion and aims at capturing long-range temporal structures
by employing multi-layered processing of sparsely sampled
video snippets. Finally, given the demonstrated relevance
of attention modules in improving the recognition accuracy
in first-person videos, we took into consideration as well
EleAttG [36], which is a method that adds an attention gate
to a Recurrent Neural Network. Thus, this model can also
be seen (to some extent) as an attention-enhanced version
of our action recognition block.
Method GTEA-61(*) GTEA-61 EGTEA+
TSN [34] 67.76 69.33 55.93
EleAttG [36] 59.48 66.77 57.01
Ego-RNN RGB [31] 63.79 — —
LSTA RGB [29] 74.14 71.32 57.94
Ego-RNN [31] 77.59 79.00 60.76
LSTA [29] 79.31 80.01 61.86
SparNet 80.18 80.30 63.51
Table 1. Comparison with the state of the art on GTEA-61 (where
(*) indicates the fixed split protocol) and EGETA+ datasets. The
best results are highlighted in bold.
From Table 1, it can be seen that SparNet reaches the
state of the art in all the benchmarks and experimental pro-
tocols. In particular, these results suggest the effectiveness
of the MS task in empowering our single-stream approach.
As a matter of fact, if we compare SparNet against the other
single stream methods, we can appreciate the sensible im-
provements of the performances with respect to EleAttG,
Ego-RNN RGB, and LSTA-RGB. This gap is reduced (but
still present) for the two-stream approaches (TSN, Ego-
RNN, and LSTA). We think this is a clear indication of the
fact that the motion clues induced in the appearance stream
by the self-supervised auxiliary task were indeed capable
of improving the discriminative capabilities of the final em-
beddings, to an extent higher than that provided by using
explicit optical flow information and without the need to in-
clude specific attention modules in the architecture.
4.4. Experiments on EPIC-KITCHENS
The experimental protocol for the action recognition
benchmark aims at classifying each test segment into its ac-
tion class. In order to assess the generalization properties
of the method under analysis, the test set is divided into two
splits, seen kitchens (S1, where each kitchen is present in
both test and train sets) and unseen kitchens (S2, where the
video segments shot in the same kitchen are all either in the
train or in the test set).
Results are provided in terms of both aggregate metrics
(as the top-1 and top-5 accuracy for the correct detection of
verb, noun and action labels) and per-class metrics (in terms
of precision and recall). The EPIC-KITCHENS recognition
baseline includes different variants of Temporal Segment
Network (TSN) [34], namely RGB-TSN, Flow-TSN, and
two-stream TSN, none of which outperforms the others on
all splits and metrics.
The action recognition task was solved by transforming
SparNet in a multi-task network trained in parallel on both
verb and noun recognition tasks using as loss the average
cross-entropy of both heads.
Lc = Lverb + Lnoun (4)
As for the action classification, the output label is ob-
tained from the p(verb) and p(noun) softmax probabilities
as p(action{verb, noun}) = p(verb) · p(noun).
At the time of submission, SparNet is participating in the
ongoing Epic Kitchen Action Recognition Challenge (clos-
ing date November 22, 2019). The results of the various
runs are reported in the supplementary material.
4.5. Ablation Study
In this section, we comprehensively evaluate SparNet on
the fixed split of the GTEA-61 dataset. The baseline for our
model is a plain ResNet-34 followed by a ConvLSTM, i.e.,
the action recognition block in Figure 1.
Impact of the self-supervised auxiliary task. The re-
sults of this analysis are summarized in Table 2, where we
show, for different variants of the baseline and of SparNet,
the average accuracy obtained on three runs of the learn-
ing process, the average test time and the average training
time per epoch (both expressed in seconds). Ablation re-
sults clearly highlight the contribution of the MS task. The
accuracy of the baseline is 73.85%, and the accuracy gain
with SparNet is 7.03%. It is also possible to note that the
introduction of an auxiliary task does not significantly bur-
den the computational load of the model since the average
training time per period increases by a minimum percentage
(7.79%, with a difference in absolute terms of 3.24 seconds
per epoch).
Figure 2 provides some hints about the capabilities of
this pretext task to indeed instill motion information into the
appearance stream. The figure shows that, despite the noise,
the predicted motion maps computed from a single static
frame (column c) have significant similarities with the warp
flow (i.e., the flow obtained by subtracting from the optical
flow the camera motion [34]) computed for the same frame
(columns a and b). As a result, the backbone focuses most
of its attention on moving objects (column d).
Since the effectiveness of the MS task (in terms of mo-
tion segmentation capabilities) depends primarily on the
features it receives in input, we analyzed different options.
Working with a ResNet architecture, a natural option is to
extract features at the end of the principal residual blocks
of the backbone (namely, the conv3 x, conv4 x and
conv5 x blocks displayed in Figure 1). When changing
the input, the only update required to the MS head relates
to the size of its layers and to the scale factor applied to the
ground truth to obtain a motion map with a dimension com-
patible with the final output of the head. It can be seen from
Table 2 that the last block (conv5 x) is the one that pro-
vides the highest contribution. The features of this block
show a relatively small gain with respect to the output of
conv4 x (0.58%) but a larger gap with the lowest block
conv3 x (3.46%). We think that is is a clear indication
that the motion segmentation task benefits from leveraging
high-level and more structured information for its analysis.
Method Accuracy (%) Ttrain/epoch
baseline (7 frames) 73.85 41.55
baseline (9 frames) 74.42 47.28
baseline (25 frames) 73.56 165.60
SparNet (7 frames) 80.18 44.79
SparNet (9 frames) 78.17 57.00
SparNet (25 frames) 78.16 169.54
SparNet @ conv3 x 76.72 54.77
SparNet @ conv4 x 79.60 48.71
SparNet @ conv5 x 80.18 47.8
Table 2. Ablation results on GTEA-61. The best result is high-
lighted in bold.
Another method parameter that can be analyzed is the
number of input frames used for action recognition. Vary-
ing this number in the interval [6, 25], we did not observe
significant differences for smaller values (between 6 and 8)
while the error started (slightly) increasing for higher val-
ues. For the sake of brevity, in Table 2, we report the op-
timal value (7) and the largest value tested (25). It can be
seen that using 25 frames, the accuracy of SparNet drops by
2.02%. On the contrary, the baseline difference is negligi-
ble (0.25%). We conjecture that this phenomenon is due to
the fact that a sparser frame sampling is more favorable in
our case since, as also observed in [34], a dense temporal
sampling results in highly redundant information that is un-
necessary for capturing the temporal dynamic of the video.
Another possible cause is that, due to the reduced number of
training samples available in GTEA-61, a larger number of
frames increase the overfitting issues that affect our method.
MS task vs. attention modules. One possible ques-
tion is if the proposed MS auxiliary task can be benefi-
cial to other models too. To this end, we performed a de-
tailed comparison with the effect of MS on Ego-RNN RGB
[31] and LSTA-RGB [29] (i.e., the single-stream versions
of Ego-RNN and LSTA). We should also mention that both
methods converge to the same baseline of SparNet when the
CAM is deactivated (in Ego-RNN RGB) or a vanilla LSTM
cell is used instead of the proposed LSTA cell (in LSTA-
RGB). For these experiments, we modified both Ego-RNN
RGB and LSTA-RGB architectures following the recipe
used in SparNet (i.e., we fed the MS head with the fea-
tures extracted from the conv5 x block adding a motion
segmentation loss over all the input frames). Both meth-
ods were run using 25 frames in input, as in their original
papers.
A necessary comment before introducing the results is
that for the experiments with LSTA-RGB we used the code
made publicly available by its authors. However, despite
our efforts, we were not able to replicate the results pre-
sented in [29]. Nonetheless, even if the numbers we ob-
tained were significantly lower, we still think they allow
us to obtain valuable indications about the effect of MS on
this model. With this clarification, results in Table 3 show
that the MS task induces an improvement of 3.16% for Ego-
RNN RGB and 2.86% for LSTA-RGB, confirming that the
effectiveness of MS task is not limited to SparNet.
We can also note that for these two methods, the im-
provement over the baseline offered by the MS task is lower
than the one provided in SparNet. This fact can be explained
in terms of the implementation of the learning process in
these methods. Both Ego-RNN RGB and LSTA-RGB re-
train merely the last residual block of the backbone and not
the whole ResNet. Thus, the effect of the MS task is lim-
ited to influencing the high-level features only, and it is not
back-propagated to the ones at lower levels, which, in turns,
prevent them from supporting the higher levels in learning
new features that are more focused on the actual task of
first-person action recognition.
Method Accuracy (%)
Ego-RNN RGB [31] 63.79
Ego-RNN RGB + MS 66.95
LSTA-RGB [29] 74.14
LSTA-RGB (*) 57.19
LSTA-RGB (*) + MS 60.05
baseline (7 fr.) + CAM 65.22
SparNet (7 fr.) + CAM 72.98
baseline (25 fr.) + CAM 66.95
SparNet (25 fr.) + CAM 73.56
Table 3. Analyzing the contribution of MS task on Ego-RNN RGB
and LSTA-RGB and of the CAM module on SparNet. The LSTA-
RGB results indicated with (*) are these obtained in our experi-
ments, the remaining one is taken from [29].
A related question is if SparNet can benefit from the in-
troduction of an attention module, like the one used in both
Ego-RNN RGB and LSTA-RGB. To this end, we modified
the SparNet structure to exploit the CAM, in a way similar
to that described in [31]. We first added the CAM mod-
ule to the baseline and then to SparNet, in order to analyze
the differences between the two approaches and the possi-
ble synergies between the CAM and our auxiliary task. It
can be seen that the introduction of the CAM causes sub-
stantial accuracy drops in both the baseline and SparNet,
even when different numbers of input frames are consid-
ered (8.63% and 6.61 for the baseline at, respectively, 7 and
25 frames, 7.2% and 4.6% for SparNet).
A possible explanation of this behavior is that the CAM
in [31, 29] has the function of modulating the features ex-
tracted from the appearance stream. Since, in their case, the
backbone is not fully retrained during learning, these fea-
tures are not fully fine-tuned to the task at hand. On the
contrary, our features are more “task-specific”, and the sim-
ple use of the CAM could lead to emphasize specific fea-
tures in spite of others, which indeed could still be relevant
for the main action classification task.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented SparNet, a single stream ar-
chitecture for first-person action recognition. Its main fea-
ture is that it is able to jointly learn appearance and motion
features thanks to the use of a self-supervised pretext task
aimed at estimating, from a single static image, a motion-
based segmentation of the input frame. This leads to a
lighter architecture (with respect to the two-stream models,
which is the mainstream approach for action recognition),
which is trainable in a single stage, can work on a sparse
sampling of the input video segment and achieves the cur-
rent state of the art on several publicly available datasets.
Despite the promising results obtained, there is still room
for further improvements. As future works, we are plan-
ning to investigate the contribution of other self-supervised
pretext tasks and the possible integration of multiple auxil-
iary tasks, capable of further strengthening the discrimina-
tive capabilities of the final embeddings. Examples of such
tasks are the jigsaw problem (which could help the model
infer useful information about the spatial relationships be-
tween objects in the image), the identification of the correct
temporal order of a sequence of images (to learn better tem-
poral correlations between frames) or colorization, where
an image is split into its intensity and color components,
the former predicting the latter (which could help segment-
ing object of interest for the action recognition tasks, like
the hands). Then, since SparNet is backbone agnostic, we
will also investigate the contribution of different state-of-
the-art models for the appearance stream. Finally, another
option we are interested in is verifying the possibility of
using modality hallucination approaches as an alternative
to the MS task for instilling a “flavour” of motion into the
(single stream) appearance features.
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